Bacteriophage P22 Abc2 protein binds to RecC increases the 5' strand nicking activity of RecBCD and together with lambda bet, promotes Chi-independent recombination.
Bacteriophage P22 Abc2 protein binds to the RecBCD enzyme from Escherichia coli to promote phage growth and recombination. Overproduction of the RecC subunit in vivo, but not RecB or RecD, interfered with Abc2-induced UV sensitization, revealing that RecC is the target for Abc2 in vivo. UV-induced ATP crosslinking experiments revealed that Abc2 protein does not interfere with the binding of ATP to either the RecB or RecD subunits in the absence of DNA, though it partially inhibits RecBCD ATPase activity. Productive growth of phage P22 in wild-type Salmonella typhimurium correlates with the presence of Abc2, but is independent of the absolute level of ATP-dependent nuclease activity, suggesting a qualitative change in the nature of Abc2-modified RecBCD nuclease activity relative to the native enzyme. In lambda phage crosses, Abc2-modified RecBCD could substitute for lambda exonuclease in Red-promoted recombination; lambda Gam could not. In exonuclease assays designed to examine the polarity of digestion, Abc2 protein qualitatively changes the nature of RecBCD double-stranded DNA exonuclease by increasing the rate of digestion of the 5' strand. In this respect, Abc2-modified RecBCD resembles a RecBCD molecule that has encountered the recombination hotspot Chi. However, unlike Chi-modified RecBCD, Abc2-modified RecBCD still possesses 3' exonuclease activity. These results are discussed in terms of a model in which Abc2 converts the RecBCD exonuclease for use in the P22 phage recombination pathway. This mechanism of P22-mediated recombination distinguishes it from phage lambda recombination, in which the phage recombination system (Red) and its anti-RecBCD function (Gam) work independently.